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AQUA-STEP all the best 
of laminate and even more…

The AQUA-STEP features:
100% WATERPROOF
even for fresh concrete

UNINTERRUPTED INSTALLATION
without expansion profile

EASY CARE
water and soap

NATURAL SILENCE
25% more silent than standard laminate

FAST INSTALLATION
no glue

ENERGY SAVE
thermic isolating floor

UNDER-FLOOR HEATING
suitable

WARRANTY

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY
no fomaldehyde

save

logiceco-



BATHROOM | the children play 'storm on sea', you forgot to hang the
shower curtain in the bath tube or you haven't laid the bath carpet when you
took your shower? With AQUA-STEP, it isn't a problem.

KITCHEN | spoiled water while cooking, you let fall down a bottle of coke,

or the dog who spoils more than he drinks, AQUA-STEP is 100%
waterproof.

HALLWAY | after the autumn walk, you come home with dirty shoes and
wet jackets, the friends who visit you bring a wet umbrella, 
AQUA-STEP resists!

LAUNDRY ROOM | dirty football outfits after the game, a soaked towel
after swimming, or just a leaking washing machine, even a flood of water
can not beat AQUA-STEP!

LIVING ROOM/VERANDA | moist damp on the windows, the abundant use
of water for the plants, or just in the mood for an old-fashioned cleaning
session with lots of water, AQUA-STEP can stand it.

BEDROOM | the children want to play 'carwash', the favourite doll needs to

have a bath or just an occasional splash? Choose AQUA-STEP.

PLAYROOM/HOBBY ROOM | your favourite hobby is to model with clay,
your children love to paint with aquarelle, or you just spoiled your coffee
during a round game, AQUA-STEP can cope with this.

OFFICE | an urgent meeting while it's raining cats and dogs outside, 
no time to pull out the wet and dirty shoes, or a leaking heating, with 
AQUA-STEP water is not in.

AQUA-STEP anywhere in your house... without any expansion profiles

pet
friendly

With AQUA-STEP you can cover a larger sur-
face up to 900 m2 without intermediate expansion
profiles: from the bathroom to the sleeping room,
from the kitchen to the living room…This expands a
room optically.

AQUA-STEP in the verandah is exposed to big
changes in temperature, moisture and sunlight.
AQUA-STEP stands it all without consequences !

AQUA-STEP can be installed on
humid concrete.

When time is money, AQUA-STEP
is certainly the ideal solution. Just
enjoy and have happy-go-lucky times!

uninterrupted installation

Did you know that?



100% waterproof

AQUA-STEP, the first waterproof laminate floor!

You are looking for a floor with authentic designs, a perfect quality and simplicity 
in installation and care? Laminate flooring is your best option. 

What to do in areas where moisture is a topic?
With AQUA-STEP you can give every wet area, the floor it deserves. 
O% swelling, and a top quality.



natural silence

save

25% MORE SILENT THAN STANDARD LAMINATE | Do you want a floor giving you years of
pleasure? AQUA-STEP combines top quality and comfort of use. Thanks to its unique
form and composition, the AQUA-STEP planks produce an authentic and cosy sound in 
a natural way, no need for using an expensive subfloor. In a universe of beauty, silence is
golden!

ENERGY SAVE | AQUA-STEP feels comfortably warm while walking on the floor. Thanks to
its inherent characteristics it keeps the heat longer in the room which results in energy saves.

UNDER-FLOOR HEATING | AQUA-STEP can be installed in combination with under-floor
heating systems.

step on it to believe it !



Easy care with 20 years warranty!

Care | Concerning care, is has never been so easy. Whether you choose for an old-
fashioned cleaning session with lots of water or you choose for the newest flat
cleaning technique, with AQUA-STEP you always have a straight result! 

Warranty | Stringent testing and checks can guarantee the quality of AQUA-STEP

That’s why a warranty of 20 years is offered regarding domestic use on : 
water-resistancy, decoloration ,abrasion of the top floor  and resistancy to stains.

easy care
water and soap
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Installation is a child’s play!

AQUA-STEP includes the patented glueless clicksystem of UNICLIC that increases its
practicality and enhances its beauty.

Moreover AQUA-STEP has an integrated co-extruded strip of flexible PVC on the locking
element which results in perfect watertight joints, an increased horizontal stability and a
higher retension force between the assembled panels.

With almost no tools, the result is a seamless floor. You can use your AQUA-STEP floor
immediately after finishing the installation and is without any problem re-installable.

fast installation
no glue

uninterrupted installation



UNICLIC

4 joints
Embossed

TILES 4 V

BSSV
BRASILA SAND

BBSV
BRASILA BROWN

TWSV
TRAVERTIN
WHITE

TASV 
TRAVERTIN 
ANTRACITE

SKIRTING
in all matching colors
12 x 70 x 2350 mm
0.47 X 2.76 X 94.25 inch

AQUA-STEP ceramic and natural stone tiles provide the same natural cosy
sensations to the eye and the touch.

Do you have a large room where you want to optically divide the kitchen,
office, living room and lounge? The combination of laminate tiles and
wood pattern planks is an interesting option. With a seamless joint, you
can combine a wood and a tile design which are complementary but also
create some variation in your interior.

Plank: 400 x 400 mm - 16 x 16 inch
Tickness: 9 mm - 0.035 inch

Box: 10 planks per box
= 1,60 m2 per box 
= 17,22 sq.ft. per box

SUBFLOOR

10 m2 -107.6 sq.ft.per rol
Tickness: 2 mm
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SHIPDECK
Plank: 1200 x 167 mm
47,24 x 6,57 inch
Tickness: 8 mm - 0.031 inch

Box: 8 planks per box
= 1,6032 m2 per box
= 17,22 sq.ft. per box

UNICLIC

2 joints
Embossed

Two new ship’s deck designs that have
been added to our AQUA-STEP Collection.
Rustical Oak and Samoa Teck only feature
beveled edges on the long sides of the
plank. The beveled edges are black in
order to create an authentic looking
ship’s deck floor.

QUARTER ROUND
in all matching colors
19 x 19 x 2350 mm
0.75 X 0.75 X 94.25 inch

SKIRTING
in all matching colors
12 x 70 x 2350 mm
0.47 X 2.76 X 94.25 inch

SUBFLOOR

10 m2 -107.6 sq.ft.per rol
tickness: 2 mm

ROFSV
RUSTICAL OAK

STFSV
SAMOA TEAK
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Flat embossed finishing.

Exclusive country-house planks with
warm and authentic designs. 

Creates a more geometric look to
you interior.

flat

UNICLIC

Embossed

ORIGINAL
Plank: 1200 x 167 mm
= 47,24 x 6,57 inch
Tickness: 8 mm - 0.031 inch

Box: 8 planks per box
= 1,6032 m2 per box
= 17,22 sq.ft. per box

QUARTER ROUND 
in all matching colors
19 x 19 x 2350 mm
0.75 X 0.75 X 94.25 inch

SKIRTING
in all matching colors
12 x 70 x 2350 mm
0.47 X 2.76 X 94.25 inch

SUBFLOOR

10 m2 -107.6 sq.ft.per rol
Tickness: 2 mm - 0.007 inch

The "Designer Collection" however is dedicated to
the idea of avantgarde. Design trends from all over
the world are translated into visually fascinating,
stylish unconventional flooring products with
unique designs and wood types.  These are great
tools for enhancing an up-to-date style and
creating an expressive interior design at all times. 

DESIGNER
collection

WHF
CHAMPAGNE

PINE

VPF
VINTAGE

PINE

BEF
ELEGANT
BEACH

WOF
WHITE 
OAK

NOF
NATURAL

OAK

LOF
LIMED 
OAK

OOF
LOUNGE 

OAK

VOF
VERSAILLES

OAK

NCF
NATURAL
CHERRY

STF
SAMOA 
TEAK

WEF
WENGE

DCAD
ANDIBORA

DCZE
ZEBRANO

DCAS
ASTORIAN
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WOOD 2V-WOOD 4V
Plank: 1200 x 167 mm
= 47,24 x 6,57 inch
Tickness: 8 mm

Box: 8 planks per box
= 1,6032 m2 per box
= 17,22 sq.ft. per box

UNICLIC

4/2 joints
Embossed

You can choose between laminate boards
that are slightly beveled off on the long sides
or on both the long and the short sides which
expands your room optically. This creates a
sense of depth in the room. We recommend
to lay the V-grooves in the direction of the
light in order to emphasize the effect. 

QUARTER ROUND 
in all matching colors
19 x 19 x 2350 mm
0.75 X 0.75 X 94.25 inch

SKIRTING
in all matching colors
12 x 70 x 2350 mm
0.47 X 2.76 X 94.25 inch

SUBFLOOR

10 m2 -107.6 sq.ft.per rol
Tickness: 2 mm

WOFV
WHITE 
OAK

NOFV
NATURAL 

OAK

AP2V
ANTIQUE 

PINE

LOFV 
LIMED 
OAK

OOFV
LOUNGE 

OAK

SOFV
SUTTER 

OAK

TKFV
KEMBAL 

TEAK

CWFV
CHAMBORD

WALNUT

WEFV
WENGE

AW2V
ANTIQUE 
WHITE

WHFV
CHAMPAGNE

PINE

AD2V
ANDIROBA
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Applications:

NV Parcolys SA
Industriezone, De Bruwaan 3, 9700 Oudenaarde
tel.: +32 55 210 220 - fax: +32 55 210 201
sales@aquastep.be - www.aquastep.be

YOUR DEALER:

The AQUA-STEP features:
100% WATERPROOF
even for fresh concrete

UNINTERRUPTED INSTALLATION
without expansion profile

EASY CARE
water and soap

NATURAL SILENCE
25% more silent than standard laminate

FAST INSTALLATION
no glue

ENERGY SAVE
thermic isolating floor

UNDER-FLOOR HEATING
suitable

WARRANTY

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY
no fomaldehyde

save

logiceco-


